By virtue of a warrant from the Majr. entered the 16th day of Nov. 1723, Surveyed for Richard Tewsell of Stafford County, 570 3/4
 Acres, lying & being in the county aforesaid on the S. side of Occoquan
on a branch called Lucky Run; and is bounded as followeth. W. 7
Beginning at a 8 p. a white & Red Oak standing & angle in the Courter
side of Lucky Run, Latticing thence S: 18 E 38 p. to a Red Oak on
Side of a hill next the Run thence S: 58 E 89 p. to a 8' Oak in the head
of a branch, thence S: 18 E 280 p. to a white & Red Oak by an branch of
the Run, thence (using the) the Run S: 68 W 107 to a Sloping 90 Oak on
side oak or the Run, by a Branch. thence N: 7 W 112 p. to a Liver Oak in a small
Savannah in a Poison Field thence N: 68 W 130 p. to a white Oak,
thence S: 68 W 130 p. to a hickory Standing in Y line of s. lane of up
above Tewsell, thence binding therewith N: 24 p. to a Liver Oak N: 7 W.
115 p. to hickory corner to the Tewsell lane & to s. lane of in Y Daniel
Craw land, thence binding with s. Craw land N: 14 W 124 p. to a white
Oak corner of s. Craw standing in y line of s lane of Capt. Thomas
Harrison thence binding therewith N: 58 W 98 p. to a Red Oak thence N: 28 W
45 p. to the said Occoquan, and in y line of the 1st Station. As to the plat Annexed
June the 4th. 1725.

John. Sommcey
Surveyor.